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PRACIS
A system that must regulate many variables
cannot have individual recipes for responding to each
possible combination of variables. Both in practical
engineering and in control of muscular systems, low-
level subsystems automatically provide crude approxi-
mations to the proper response. Through low-level
tuning of these approximations, the proper response
variant can emerge from standardized high-level com-
mands. Such systems are expressly suited to emerging
large-scale integrated circuit technology. Just as an
engine<,r designs a circuit by shaping and piecing to-
gether responses of simple components that can each
approximate the desired response in a limited set of
circumstances, so will a computer, using symbolic
descriptions of subsystem responses, select and shape
responses of low-level. digital or analog microcircuits.
We have formulated mathematical theory that reveals,
	 +.
significant informational units in this style of cone- 1, _. _ 	 ^1
and we are developing software for realizing s>n r "
information structures.,
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I. PURPOSE
The need for remotely controlled manipulators and explorers, coupled
with emerging large-scale integrated circuit technology, foreshadow the dominant
role of a style of hybrid control that we are studying now. In these devicos, Brach
local control must take place within subsystems, so that an "executive" controller
for the whole system can make control decisions without being overwhelmed by the
impossibly large number of states that would have to be observed, remembered,
and coordinated if the executive had to be concerned with regulating all the
degrees of freedom. In addition, the transmission delay for remotely controlled
manipulators and the input-output bottleneck of large-scale integrated circuits
would preclude continual and complete external monitoring. Thus, extensively dis-
tributed local control must be coordinated by occasional signals to and from a
central executive controller. Do such systems face common problems, that ran be
solved in a systematic manner through coherent theory, rather than as isolated
tricks? If so, these methods should be well suited to integrated circuit techno-
logy, which offers the possibility of large-scale digital and hybrid multipro-
cessing by local subsystems under the overall control of a small monitor computer.
Systems having many degrees of freedom should be guided and regulated by
controllers to which commands are given in purpose-oriented form, to be converted
into appropriate machine-oriented signals to effectors for achieving the purpose.
In computer terminology, these could be called compilers for microcircuit realiza-
tion of multidimensional control tasks. Different signals will be needed under
different conditions to achieve the same purpose, just as one needs different
muscle movements to write large or small, or on a blackboard, or with a heavy pen.
The executive level of such a hybrid (digital-analogue) controller should not have
to be aware of all these low-level adjustments, but should concern itself only
with the purpose and as little else as possible. Thus, the executive's knowledge
i^	
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is incomplete, and it can at best refer to large classes of low-level actions that
-
seem equivalent to it because they achieve the same purpose. 	 Row does this uncer•-
tainty propagate throughout a large control organization? 	 In what form can the
commands and memories be stated, when the executive never knows just which circuit
elements are operating, nor how these are tuned?	 Can there be units of information
that behave deterministically, even though the executive can rarely specify control
functions more narrowly than to place them within broad classes of possible reali-
zations?
	
Such questions form the subject of our ongoing research.
In particular, numerical tabulations of functions should be replaced by
low-level analogue microcircuit realizations of the functions, 1 If no single ele-
ment will. realize a needed function, it will have to be pieced together from por-
tions of responses of several elements, an] elements will have to be tuned at low
levels so that their responses fit the desired functions and fit together smoothly.
Other low-level elements will have to detect the appropriate conditions for acti-
vating particular function element generators. 	 These generators can be any col-
lection of reproducibly operable functions offering a sufficient variety of "pieces"
for fitting together, so uniformity of manufacture is not important.	 Artificial
i
1 intelligence techniques will aid in discovering which pieces are suitable for
fitting to various tasks (at least during manufacture of a circuit, which may
then be detached from a large computer and monitored during operation by a small
computer).	 Of course, to reduce the number of external leads connected to the cir-
cuit chip, much of the logic of selection and tuning during operation will have to
be performed within the chip. 	 Part of our goal is to devise a system of organiza-
tion whereby the requisite logic will be simple enough for low-level embodiment.
Since a given circuit chip is unlikely to contain a generator for
the particular function needed in a given task, the function will probably have
to be pieced together From the responses of several function generators, each
of which can match the required function over a limited subdomain. 	 Such a
j 1But nothing in our work is inconsistent with using digital circuits if they
are fast enough and cheaper or more convenient. 	 The ultimate outputs will; in-'
t
either'case, be control voltages for effectors.
r
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system would require low-level detectors that could signal when the state lay
in the subdomains appropriate to the various generators. Low-level mechanisms
would have to provide proper power and operating conditions for the function
generator about to be activated, and would have to compensate for possible dif-
ferences in gains or input and output levels of incoming and outgoin; generators.
A simple example of such a compensation repeatedly occurs as I drive my auto-
mobile: third and second gear configurations are two function generators (torque
as a function of fuel intake) that work satisfactorily within different overlap-
ping subdomains of the set of all possible speeds, and the compensation is the
increment in accelerator pedal depression that I must be prepared to provide
in order to prevent a jerk as I shift down from third to second gear while
turning a corner.
Our proposed research includes an experimental program to develop ingredients
for control of syntems'that ozoloit this style, and to develop a mathematical formula-
Lion of control theory for which these practical problems are the primary subject
matter, rather than messy accretions to some theory of general control systems.
Sumnary of past year's progress in relation to this: In addition to
owriting drafts of extensive expositions of our approach t large-scale hybrid systems,
and several papers (published or in press), we developed pilot versions of hier-
archical controllers for hybrid systems. We simulated simple versions of remotely
controlled arms, and developed new control mechanisms for our t:a^-spaceship-planet
simuln.tion. In the arm simulations, low-level control signals (whose role is anal-
ogous to that of reflexes in muscular systems) simplified the requirements for
higher level -remote control. In the spaceship model, low-level mechanisms enable
two computer-controlled spaceships to direct projectiles toward a manually controlled
spaceship without crashing the projectiles into the planet, We have sta tcd a
project to automate much more general versions of these functions through simple
low-level mechanisms. These versions have to adapt, without high-level attention,
to a wide variety of initial conditions,.goals, and operating parameters, without
the necessity of storing a vast number of individual recipes for all these conditions.
The basic mechanism needed for all these functions is piocing together the
responses of several function generators as described above. We have written pro-
grams that verbally describe functions in a way that could be used by a program
that would have to choose the pieces. We are continuing this research as the major
part of our proposed research for the coming year. In simplest terms, our goal
is a program that does what an engineer does when he synthesizes a function genera-
tor by passing from a verbal description of the function to his recollection that a
certain transistor in a drawer of spare parts roughly approximates the desired
function in a portion of its domain. Once we have done simple cases, we shall
write programs for improving the approximation by crude low-level mechanisms that
recursively use our first stage of function generation. An essential part of our
Prot
	
in the past year has been that we wore able to pass from a general con-
cap ual outlook to a definite schedule of specific tasks needed to implement
our type of hierarchical hybrid system.
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II. WHLh^ WE ARE NOW
1. Theory
Other investigators have developed huge amounts of good theory
about component processes (e.g., discriminant functions, frequency response
and stability adjustments, parameter and control optimization). They have
developed no^hln^ , about the characteristic problems of systems that exploit
the operating; style sketched above (see [1], [2], [3], [1,]) because they .
haven't even tried, 'Then engineers must build something that works, they use
this style; when cybcrneticions theorize about future systems, they elaborate
familiar kinds of theories about'component processes; and affirm confidence
that desired behavi_oi" will automatically arise from processes t5,^t. were
instituted without regard to the structure of this behavior.
We have some theory that starts with the characteristic problems
of our practical operating style, rather than regarding these problems as
automatic outgrowths of, or messy accretions to, theory eonceived without
regard to this style. 	 The nathematics differs from the maLhomatics com-
monly used to study component processes, and this is why others have not
recognized our questions as asubject for mathematical analysis, but our
'theory does not conflict with the work of othurs--it simply studies the new
problems that arise when he customary components are re quired to work together
in a particular highly p Aical style, and it is only natural that the mathe-
matical structure of td,:: upc•.yat;.n l style will differ from the mathematical
structure of the comoon-.,nts,	 Feeble as our efforLs may be [5], [6], they are the
only oil" in the world devoLed to what we believe to be an inevitable develop-
ment of control tuchnology in the. near future.
uced
2. lli_n.lo!'}!
	
b^pj ^ava'(Iabllo ^c21
For ,years, I was inspired by sensorl.motor control in the nervous
system, and its develupment, (and by my 'rnorrl.edgc of types of mathematics that
were candidates for describing sensorimotor control, as opposed to the com-
mouly used mathematics that wann't even a candi.daLc), but 1 didn't Knew what
specificalLy to do. Then 1 became familiar with the'work'of two groups in
Moscuw 12 .1, and b,}: diotillinr a few obvious heuri. tics of colltrU 'i from this
work and common cngineeri.ng practice [l.", I became able to tradual.ly develop
a program of i,esca-rch. 11, is characterioti.c of the situation det,criL •ed in
the prccellin;; section that the Russians themselves don't, ,: r .. •r( to be applying
their own idono Lo c;yLi(:r(10.iC s./cite:I1G--•a5 USUal, their r^forat^ cni.v .5.hu.1'nal
i=Lead, as in. this covnl.ry,, upon superficially related devices (c.g.,.arti-
ficial neurons) ;}nd upon other points of view.
Although I sometimes have a defeatist attitude about the complexities
of the nervous system ("Others may understand what all those pabheays do--1
don't see how I can"), our efforts did discover a new postural reflex: I
discovered the behavioral evidence in humans ('/], and Tom Easton demonstrated
the effect in cats by pulling their eye muscles and recording electrical
activity in their limb and neck muscles [s].
lE.g., in a mosaic picture, probability theory and metric puonlctry
describe the placement of the tiles (but not why seven dl-* ffcront mosaics all dapl t
Moses!) while projective geometry is needed to understand the perspective.
2^rhere is nothing wrest; with artificial neurons; they are potentially
useful components. But their resemblance t•o neurons doesn't tell you. whether 
the, are going to be used in the present c6rle or not in a particular system;
whi^e a system made of pulle yr could be made to operate (cumbersomely) In thisI	
style.
f
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Ve hav1, rslatu;!.cl, fio.mharutd, and/or run digital and analogue
programs embe4yini,
 in ra r;iertLOr 4a 1.1
 rict trail -,yztcros. I see little point
in adverb:;1ng thum unLi:t thoy arj ;.ilictod togrAher into a big enough sysLum
to provide an ndcquate tiuL:'.trrAte for applying organizational .
 methods derived
from our Lim.Nretical:.;Ludlos. Thoy iw1vide subroutines for building up a
(digital) function renoraLor through the acquisition of desired input-output
pairs, for adj..::ting parameters in a natural tray,
 ( "A little m.)r•o--no, not
quite no ratch") I i'or uimulutin,; our, r,00vi rms, for roflexu:; LhaL reduce chu
work of tho executive J.cvul in contro.11ini; those arms, for making soft landings
in our spaceship model, for hybrid function generation through tho use of
simple descriptions and rulou of thumb (see Secticn IV.1.b.11), and for
reducing executive dori.sions through descriptions and rules of thumb in rogu-
lating several. variables (ternporat:ure, humidity, carbon dioxide) in a system
having interacting controls (see ';action IV.1.b.iii).
[Remar^:: Our systums could be hybrid (analog-di/;}.t.al) or they
could be puro1y diLital.. 'rte arc not restricting them one way or, the other,
although wr: disagree wi.Lh a. com ;aon prediction that everything ;•;i.•l.l eventually
be di,gital )l
 and we therefore place special empharLo on methods that will fit
what we. con: i.der the inovi•table dove loprnont of large-scal.e integrated hybrid
circuit chips, :Ln o-,,hi:h the analogue microcircuits will not have to be manu-
facLured to parLicularly Light specificationa.]
;je have developed, a detail.ed over-all plan [3], [Q (see Section
IV.I.a) for a large-scalo prolmun for executive control of a function generator
and fitter. A major clamant o,'.' progress was tire gradual dawning of a dut.ailud
idea of the 1-My such a :Iyc:tem can he an cxam-ple of the whol.r: r•unru of ideas
invol.vvd In our tLc;ory (Section .7111) and our anncral purpose (SecLi.on I).
1'.L' haVC just, ber,-un to study the methods (doveloned by the 111 T Artificial Intel-
liEence ]'ro cct) that wo shall use in proj;rar,mi.rr; this sysLam.
j,.. Facillti.es
!'jc tr<;vo re-en„i.neered Ili?i's wonderful. 7.6-1A display syntnei I so that
it operates in a more satisfactory fashion (I.e., its co:nponcritr; don't. wnnke),
and we have; int.er•f nrcd our i3AI 6 10 armlog cor
*
outcr, 	 with a PTAI-8, and with
bicm}.ac III ;it 7hr: Uni.verrAty of Ch'trugo. }fe: !sha.11 continue, to u::o this ;, ollrr,.
tte atrppIr-mentud thu pitifully :,mall = ,;:bar of analog'ampl:i.fier •:r that p;e.trore
able•
 to afford with a collection of cheap hors-:n;rdo sm:murs, l.i.mi.ter:, int,pratcrr.
and rrultil,'!i.,ar,. 'rlo are ;;till ui.ti.fully ::port of ru •^parrnt•^,.	 Sor•r:uver, nr.r•
ho:na-eindr. ro!,uonenLa are a nu}.sance to uvo, since Mmy raru.ot	 mountcc!
the ccapuLer patch panel, and the;; cannot be switched auLor.,oti.cally by the
loj;ic circuit:; of' the 660. Wewrote software for this system.
We wrote a l.i.nking assembler. for FURT1ti N programs and wrote a LISP
InterpmLer for 1doniac III. The Institute for Com puter Research is currently
maids;,' preparations to connect with tire ARPA network, and we shall use this
hookup when it is ready (the Urbana link until then).
5. Contact: with the outside world.	 b st^avallablle av
Much of the work is final.ly
 coming out in print [1],[2],[3j,[c^,[7jj
and it is about to be pre ctited at NIASA's 1.-It National Conf. on Remotely ;tannod
Sye.tcmn , aL 'York Unireruity's international conference on Hierarch.! col Control a:.'
Lancua;-e £Structures, anti aL the };curosci.ence lwsoarch i'roj•r ,3m's in.Lcrnationsll cork Scsni.on on Ifierarchical. Structures in neural Systems. I'd JAkc to j-et t.o
the eastern Luropean mectf:njs on control systems and on robot.:, et.c., anti to
Noscow to uco the scientists who insp.irud much of our work (Secuon I.Z and [ "`,
I The ultimate resultf'thQ control is an clot% (motors, ^r^ , etc.):
..h1 not use a sin olu transt.;Lo_ (e
J 
r ) t.	 hapc arc analog .,,r+n .t, amen con
	
,r
rather than the collection of tratlsi.stors nuudud to uxu4Le a uij-rtaJ suort:u ,..::;
IL
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HIERARCHICAL NYDRID CONTROL OF MANIPULATORS: ARTIFICIAL INTiLLIGLNGS IN 1, 51
Peter H. Greene
Institute for Task Analysis, 1357 E. 57th St., Chicago, Illinois 60637
Qno •nC.'• ^319.^•^5S•az^r
1. Introduction. The need for remotely controlled manipulators and explorers, coupled
with emerging large-scale integrated circuit technology, foreshadow the dominant
role of a style of hybrid control. sketched in this paper. In these devices, much
local control must take place within subsystems, so that an "executive" controller
for the whole system call 	 control. decisions without being over•6elrned by the
impo:;sibly large number of states that would have to be observed, remembered,
and coordinated if the executive had to be concerned with regulating all the
degrees of freedom. In addition, the transr ,rission delay for remotely controlled
inanipulato , n and the input •-output. bottleneck of large-scale intugrated circuits
would preclude continual and complete external. monitoring. Thus, extensively dia.-
tributed local control must be coordi.n .ntcd by occasional, tsignals to and frog, a
central executive controller. Do such system:; face common probloms that ran be
solved in a systematic mannor through cohorent theory, rather than as isolated
tricks? If so, these mothods should be well suitod to integrated circuit techno-
logy, which offers the possibi.lity of large-scale digital and hybrid multipro-
cessing by local subsystems under the overall, control of a small monitor computcr.
Systems having many degrees of freedom should be guided and rognl.aLed r.;;
controllers to which commands are given in purpose-oriented form, to be converted
into appropriate machins-•oricnted signals to effectors for achieving the purpo-t-,.
In computer termi.nolgy, these could be called cocrpiaers for microc;trcuit. real.irrr-
t:i.on of multidimensional control tasks. Different signals will be needed under
different conditions to achieve the sane purpose, just; as one needs different
1'Phiu resoarch is supported by the Information Systems Dranch of the
Office of 'Naval hoscarch unde_• contract No. SO0O14-67-A-O285-0012, and by the
Data Systems Branch of the National Aeronautics and (,,race Administration under
grant No. NOR 14-OD1-199. 1':01production, in wholeT  or in part, is permitted for
any purpose of the U. S. Govorn:nent.
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muscle movements to write large or small, or on a blackboard, or with a heavy
pen. The executive level of such a hybrid (digital-analogue) controller should
not have to be aware of all these low-level adjustments, but should concern
itself only with the purpose and as little else as possible. Thus, the execu-
tive's knowledge is incomplete, and it can at best refer to large classes of
low-level actions that seem equivalent to ;,t because they achieve the same pur-
pose. How does this uncertainty propagate through a large control organization?
In what form can the commands an- memories be stated, when the executive never
knows just which circuit elements are operating, nor how these are tuned? Can
there be units of information that behave determini_dtically, even though the
executive can rarely specify control functions more narrowly than to place them
within broad classes of possible realizations? Such questions form the subject
of a program of resoarch sketched here.
In particular, numerical tabulations of functions should be replaced
by low-level analogue imicrocireuit realizations of the functions (particularly
when feedback can keep errors from piling up). If no single element will
realize a needed function, it will have to be pieced together from portions of
responses of several elements, and elements will have to be tuned at low levels
so that their responses fit the desired functions and fit together smoothly.
Othor low-level elements will have to detect the appropriate conditions for
activating particular .function element. generators. These generators can be
any collection of reproducibly operable functions offering a sufficient variety
of "pieces" for fitting together, so uniformity of manufacture is not important.
Artificial intelligence techniques will aid in discovering which pieces are
suitable for fitting to various tasks (at least during manufacture of a circuit,
which may then be detached from a large computer and monitored during operation
by a small computer). Of course, to reduce the number of external leads con..
netted to the circuit chip, much of the logic of selection and tuning during
operation will have to be performed within the chip. Part of my goal is to
`
	
	 IBut nothing in this paper is inconsistent with using digital circuiLs
if they are fast enough and cheaper or more convenient. The ultimate outpuLs :r Li;
in eithe case be control voltages for ffecLors.
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devise a system of organization whereby the requisite logic: will be simple
enough for low—level embodiment.
Since a given circuit chip is unlikely to contain a generator for
the particular function needed in a given task, the function Trill probably have
to be pieced together from the responses of several function generators. each
of which can match the required function over a limited subdomain. Such a
system would require low—level detectors that could signal when the state lay
in the subdomains appropriate to.the various generators. Low—level mechanisms
would have to provide proper power and operating conditions for the function
generator about to be activated, and would have to compensate for possible dif-
ferences in gains or input and output levels of incoming and outgoing generators.
A simple example of such a compensation repeatedly occurs as I drive my auto-
bile: third and second gear configurations are two function generatorz (torque
as a function of fuel intake) that work satisfactorily within different overlap-
ping subdomains of the set of all possible speeds f and the compensation is the
increment in accelerator ?pedal depression that I must be prepared to provide
in order to prevent a jerk as I shift down from third to second gear while
turning a corner.
This paper sketches an experimental program to develop ingredients
for control of systems that exploit this style, and outlines a mathematical
formulation o',' control theory for which these practical problems are the pri-
mary subject matter, rather than messy accretions to sonic theory of general
control systems. hiller explanations are in Greene [in press].
2. Control.f;ruristics. Engineering practice aid brain control of movement both
exploit some obvious, yet powerful, ideas. rCr_e:.f, 1971a, b]. Experiments show
that parts of the brain act like executives that delegate functions to lower
level organizations, and thus, do not have to be erwar s^ of all the details and
degrees of freedom of the motor apparatus. A typical example is the set of
postural reflexes of a cat, whereby signals from attitude and acceleration
P. H. Greene---page 4
dotectors cause the spinal motor nourons to became tuned in such a way that
the brain has only to command, "Ju!„p[” and the proper variant of the jump
will result. Thus, an obvious heuristic principle is the independent acti-
vation and tuning of low-level effectors that can produce a patterned output
when activated. Then, by means of a simple activating signal, the executive
can produce the appropriate variant of a complex response without even being
aware of these variants or of the conditions that make one or another variant
most appropriate. Tuning the low-level effectors means, in many examples,
setting up the state of the effectors in advance of the action, so that only
simple standardized activating commands are required during the action.
A second obvious heuristic for building control. systems is to
use feedfor+tard2 to simplify the task of a controller, in particular, the
task of feedback. Even',a crude estimate of a control signal can eliminate
so much of the output error that the romaining conpensati.cn is likely to ue
within the porters of a feedback system much simpl_r than would be required
in the absence of feedfor+rard. T;1e . , feedf.'orward may be provided through
crude rules of thumb, and modified or cancelled b7 subordinate syzteas in
the dxceptional cases to which the rules do not apply.
These crude rules of thumb are useful when theme exist "domains
of attraction" to desired states—"ballparks," into which it is sufficient
for the executive to transfer the state; once the state enters the ballpark,
it will be automatically brought to the correct pasition without further
executive attention. One might judge the difficulty of regulatory tasks by
the extent to which the state differs from some state in one of these ball-
parks, for it is this difference that must claim the executive's attention.
Thus, higher centers in the cat's brain need to account only for the difference
between the proper postural configurations and these configurations automatically
L Just -as- resetting Vthe clock to Dayligat Saving Time advances all
	 ^
acts, while leaving all decisions unchanged.
2Feedforward simply means adjustment of some state of a process
through the use of information from an earlier state (such as an input), rather
than information fed back from a later stage (such as an output).
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produced by the .low-level postural reflexes.
Another obvious operating principle is the piccewise synthesis
of functions mentioned in the introduction, either because no component is
present that operates over the entire domain, or because a small number of
simple components can do the work of a single extremely complicated component.
The present study concerns new problems and organization that
arise when one tries to exploit these perfectly obvious principles to the
fullest degree. Surprisingly, these seeming truisms are adequate to suggest
the appropriate type°of mathematics for treating this operating style as the
primary subject, rather than something to be derived from information about
other levels of organization, such as the component level.
3. Expe rimental studies. Space allows-only a rough sketch , of this program, to
illustrate the equally sketchy introduction to the way in which these ideas
may be made mathematical. We consider some problems of controlling the move-
ment of an arm so that the hand reaches for an object or follows a desired
path in space. Please keep in mind that this discussion of arms moving in
space is intended to apply as well to controlling "movement" of any signals
in control systems, or movement of points in abstract spaces--e.g., of poles
of transfer functions, or of sets of Taylor's series coefficients, or of
equivalence classes of low- ,level adjustments that constitute some of the
"ballparks" mentioned in the preceding section. Problems of controllin g, the
arm typify problems of synthesizing lo::-level control systems in any hierarchic,,].
system.
We simulate two arms, having different kinematics and dynamics.
(These are unrealistically simple arms, in which the characteristic problems
of this operating style may be studied without being confounded with complica-
tions common to any style of control.) Our experimental program is first, to
develop simple methods for controlling each arm separately, in the present style,
to produce a variety of movement patterns. Next, we study how a controller
I
A
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might store information about coordinating the two arms (or any two effector
Systems) in such a way that, as soon as one arm can perform a movement
smoothly, the other arm can automatically perform the same movement. In gone-
ral, we study the coordination that would allow an effector system to auto-
matically produce patterns that had been constructed by another effector system
that works differently; in order to build controllers that think in terms of
purposeful actions, rather than effector movements and other low—level
"machine language" elements.
One aim is to generate functions (e.g., the input to a motor as a
function of a position to which the arm is to be propelled ballisticall.y) by
means of simple analogue electronic components--ultimately, microcircuits--
rather than by digital comput.ution or table lookup. For example, when one of
our models was required to overtake a particular moving target at a specified
location, the duration of a constant thrust to propel the model was approxi-
mately "computed" as a function of that location by the output characteristic
of a single transistor, selected SO this purpose from a caMogue. The ul-
timate intention is to select: function generators from more haphazard collec-
tions of microcircuits--less carefully bred than standard transistors--whose
properties are catalogued by the system itself during manufacture or training.
A fundamental aim is to be able to tune circuit parameters or inputs so as to
obtain any of a family of output characteristics needed to perform a family
of variants of an action.
Our two "arms" are (a) a particle moving in a plane, with different
masses and coefficients of friction in x and y directions (equivalently, a
pair of particles, moving on x— and y—axes respectively); and (b) two linked
bars with a "shoulder" joint and an "elbow" ,joint, moving in a plane. The
"Cartesian" arm is propell.ad
 by forces in x and y directions, and the jointed
arm is propelled by torques applied to the joints. We are trying to control
"freehand" ballistic movements, rather than the type of movement found in
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numerical control, in which the arm is continuously guided through a succession
of closely spaced points. Thus; we-seek to make our arms, follow a desired path
by subjecting them to a small number of simply specified inputs (generated
by simple components, such as the above-mentioned transistor), rather than a
large number of small impulses, each requiring a separate decision. The main
problem is to got from a description of the movement pattern to a description
of the necessary inputs. This is where machine intelligence is needed.
What information should be stored (and what is an appropriate data
structure) in order that the jointed arm should, without learning, be able to
generate movements already learned by the Cartesian arm? As a first step, we
coordinate the two arms purely kinematically, by linearizing the transformation
from the Cartesian coordinates (x,y) to the shoulder-elbow coordinates
i.e., by using the Jacobian of this transformation to relate the velocity
vectors (r,,y) and (r•,Ei), The next. obvious step is to store the Jacobian only
for.selected positions and to interpolate. Wherever possible, the stored in-
formation should be in tha form o£ simple rules of-thumb based upon verb-a:.
descriptions--e.g., "In a sector centered about the forward direction, left
to right movements require mainly shoulder velocities"--for it is these verbnl
descriptions that will have to be linked to descriptions of the behavior of
low-level function generators. Then, of course, we need low-level automatic
detectors for the conditions mentioned in these descriptions. The next step
is to introduce the dynamics of the arms by computing the sequence of slight
kicks that will produce the desired sequence of small velocity vectors. One
can easily imagine a method for learning all the information mentioned so far:
e.g., the trainer could repeatedly guide the arm along the desired path, while
the arm generates and remembers corrections whenever pressure indicates that
it is not moving in the desired direction. However, such learning is not the
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subject of this investigation, which is devoted to the information structure
that would embody certain abilities Ahether they were learned or "innate."
Thu;, there is no reason not to compute the kicks and place them in the program
from the start.
The main problem, as explained above, is to replace the many small
dribbles by a:few hard kicks-(or other simply specified and generated force
patterns) that will cause the arm to trace long arcs that approximate the
desired curve. Once again, we need rules of thumb, based upon vcrbal.descrip-
tions of curves, ways of kicking, and the effects of kicks. This is an instanca
of the problem of approximating a function (here, the function whose graph is
the desired curve) by the output of a function generator (here, the arm, to-
gether with function generators for the force inputs), and will be discussed
below in this general context. It is the hardest and most interesting problem.
The first difficulty we notice: in trying to make rules of thumb for
forces is that our purpose oriented descriptions tend to specify what each
joint should do (e.g. "move the elbow twice as fast as the shoulder"), whereas
these two dogrees of freedom of the system are strongly interactive, and Cannot
be made to obey such specifications by means of easily describable force pat-
terns. (Attempting to control these degrees of freedom by manually operating
switches will soon convince you of this!) As an example of the operating style
sketched in Section 2, we introduce reflexes that simplify the control task
by auLomatical.ly producing decoupling forces in some of the most common move—
lents. l The rules of thumb then need only deal with weak coupling; in this
class of movements. 'What are the reflexes? They are additional functions
(of time, position, velocity, and voluntary forces) that need to be roughly
approximated by the outputs of low—level function generators, selected through
easily intelligible rules of thumb--another instance of our general problem.
If you try to decouplc the joints for all movements, you end up
either by Napping all motion,or by removing all the dynamics, with the result
that continuous point by point guidance is needed, as in numerical control.
i_
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With the aid of decoupling reflexes, it is possible to replace
h sequence of dribbles that cause the jointed arm to trace, say, a circular
hrc by a'much simpler recipe, in this case, sweeping the shoulder while the
elbow is stabilized. If a new curve is not quite circular, the same general
recipe may be retained, together with a small corrective rotation of the
elbow.or translation of the shoulder. This is another example of 6o tuning
mentioned in Section ?, whereby most of the system can go on doing what it
did before, while the variation arises from tuning at another level. This
hierarchical mode of operation has the further great advantarp. over single
stage computations of allowing the system to recognize which actions are cousins.
Lbstractly, out of all the degrees of freedom, vie pick a subspace
that corresponds to the action of a low—level device, within which subspace
we can realize an approximation to the desired paLtern. We must then not up
the ini.t.i.al state of the 10 •a—level device so that a simple command activates
this approximation, we than find another small subspace within which uo can
approximat.c a first—order correction, and so on. In this operating style,
we regard it preferable to separate configurations into main variables and
fine adjustments, than to regard all degrees of freedom as having; the same
status (al.Lhough the subset considered to be main variables may change from
moment to moment'). This division underlies the mathematical treatment (Section 6).
Movenant.s do trot all have equal status either. In order to obtain
si.rmple recipes for performing movement tasks, it is important to have a r;mall
collection of movements that are, in some sense, easy to perform. If all move-
ments are considered equally easy to perform, vro shall never single out. eny
easily apprehensible ways of performing; tasks, we do not want to control each
of the molecules in our typewriters--vie should then, in principle, be able to
type 3nythin6, but in actuality nothing mould ever be typed. Our initial--
and difficult!--task is to specify ground rules telling the easy cumbi.ratiors
" 1	 V
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of joint velocities. The existence of preferred coupling ratios is consistent
with findings in the human nervous system, but here, we consider these ratios
simply as instances of the low-level "pieces" for synthesis mentioned in Sec-
tion 1. So we (arbitrarily at first) decree a few ratios to be "easy,"
describe some trajectories that are produced by these ratios, and make up
recipes for Nscr.ibable Novements out of sequences,,blendings,, and tunings
of the "easy" trajectories. We should arrive at a collection of rules of
thumb linking deoixed trajectories to and from various regions to recipes
that require a minimum of decisions and adjustmentsDi Fine adjustments in-
clude modifications of the ratios and simply specified translations of the
shoulder, as if the possessor of the arm leaned slightly as the movement
progressed, in order to retain the same arm recipe for an elongated version
of a familiar pattern. If we think of a space of possible paths, then the
recipe, that perfectl;; suits a path 
P  
in this space in "stretched" to fit a
set'1Jl Of Mighboring pat.hn. Another recipe, perfectly suited to path P2,
may be "strctchod" to fit a neighborhood N.. If k'1 and N2 over.1ap, each.path
in their intersection has two recipes, and the choice is likely to be determined
by comparing the low-level components currently in operation with the ingredients
of the two recipes--c.g., the choice might then favor a slight retuning of
the current recipe over a change to anew basic recipe. If a repeated motion
gradually shifts from 
Y  
to N 21 change from one recipe• to the other must take
place somewhere within the intersection. , The change in tunings between the
two ways of accomplishing the same effect is an example of the transition
functions fundamental to the mathematical formulation sketched in Section G.
The basic problems of selecting and tuning recipes are those of function
generation in general, and will be sketched in the next section. Another
instance of function generation occurs in determining strengths and durations
of forces in ballistic movements as functions of the desired movement and
the current state.
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4. unction Generation. Ovr aim is to reduce the burden of digital computation
and lookup by using the i,rput—output relations of microcircuits to imitate the
functions that must be generated in controlling tho arm. We sometimes use..
algebraic expressions with adjustable parameters as :
-temporary substitutes for
electronic components with tuning inputs. Each expression or component represents
a family of functions, as its parameters or tuni.ngo are changed. Stored data
associated with such a family include (1) a label. for the family; (2) coding
to generate the algebraic expression or to activate the electronic component;
(3) a table of typical sets of parameter values that can be used to exhibit
all the qualitative types of behavior of functions in the, family (e.g.,
presence or absence of overshoot, asymptote, etc..;• whether increasing or
decreasing); (4) verbal descriptions of the qualitative features associated
with these parameter values (the way you would describe the curve to someone):
and (5) verbal descriptions of the effects of r,a-a:::ct,r changes on these
features. 'Therefore, the computer must understand how to use qualitative
descriptions such as "broad", "slightly larger'.', and "relatively insensitive t6".
In general, no single available generator will match a desired
function, so the computer must examine the graph of the function in order to
break it into pieces that can be imitated by available components. I This
paper will ignore this problem by assuming that the given function is one that
find
can be matched in its entirety. Here is a sketch of a program to that member
of some family that matches the desired function: (1) Compare a simplified
verbal description of the desired function with simplified verbal descriptions
of the families of functions to eliminate those that couldn't possibly fit,
leaving only a few candidates for more elaborate study; (2) compare more
elaborate descriptions for these candidates and try to find a qualitative type
(c^er,To:^ 1 In general, the pieces will overlap: first, becoun;e. then no ^;eneratrnr
ever nccd r^i h^ t at the odge of its allovrable tuning domain, and thus lack room for
fine adjuntnonL, and second, because low—level generators will be activated by
automatic low—Level dcLj--Lors of domains where they fit, and it would be unlikely
that the regions to which available deLecLors respond
,
,fit together evenly, like
a jigsaw puzzle, without overlapping.
IL -
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that minimizes the difference, (j, •y to ascertain which member of the
selected family actually fits the given function. Passing over the difficult
problem entailed if a.scale change is required in order to achieve a fit, we
require the program to find the parameters of the matching member by seeking
the stored qualitative type having the least difference, and then using stored
knowledge of the effects of parameter changes to eliminate the remaining dif-
ference. Recognition of possible candidates in step (1) may not be obvious,
for, since only a few qualitative types are stored in each family, the desired
curve may lie between two stored graphs, yet have a description unlike either
one. In this rase, the program should ask whether the desired graph differs
from members of the family in the same way members of the family differ from
each other, and in particular, whether an intelligible progression of.differ-
ences'results from inserting the desired graphs. into' the family..1 This
means that the program must examine differences between differences between
descriptions--e.g., hour the difference between the desired graph and a nearby
member differs from the difference between two nearby members.
Note the emphasis on verbal descriptions. Computation and parameter
space searching are too difficult in any system having a large number of degrees
of freedom, and have a place only after programs based upon descriptions have '
picked function generators and tuning parameters well enough so that only a tiny
amount of final tuning remains to be done by searching restricted low—dimensional
spaces. Also, in keeping with the idea of producing variants of an'Action by
modifying the result of a single recipe, it is desirable to express rules of
thumb in qualitative terms,,puttj.ng in numbers only at a late stage of proces.oing.
For example: "Decrease the proportional bard until the system oscillates, and
then increase it slightly." ,
 The rule says "slightly," not "1.23" because this
rule tuits a'vablety of circumstances, each requiring a numerical increase that
is different, yet still describable as "slight." Moreover, any "slight" incrcaso
might require actions that will differ from the actions required by any "large"
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increase. Finally, any "slight" increase stands in important relations to
other kinds of i.ncrcases--e.g., other increases :night be much larger, but not
much smaller--and these relations are largely indcpondent of the absolute
value of the quantity that is "slightly" increasing. The higher level system
needs to be concerned only with the, invariant information ("slightness"), and
if in new circumstances, "slight" means a bit more than it did previously, only
the sirigle low-level numerical assignment has to be changed, while all the
complicated relations remain as before.
The use of verbal descriptions requires the program to possess
linguistic knowledge about qualitative terns such as "moderatel y
 broad" and
"Just to the right of", and thus, to possess r_ great store of common sense
knowledge about locations and how they can be related to one another. A
location might be specified by a number ("asymptote at x - 311) or by a quiali.-
tative relation to an imprecise absolute location ("slightly left of center")
or by a relation ("Ju.,4 to the right of") to a feature of the graph ("the
minimum") whose to ation need not yet be known, and which, becoming known,
might be specified in any of the above trays. Even if the absolute location
of the winimum never becomes known, the program must; be able to conclude that
something to th Left of this unknown location lies to 'ahe left of anything
to the right of the unknown location. A language for these descriptions must
include modi°ier •s ("}lu.ge", "rapidly"), sire relations, adjustments ("not quite
do much"), prominence or importance of a feature, degree of conviction about
imporLance ("perhaps important", "presence or absence essential but don't yet
know which"), and mathematical or Physical concepts'("minimu,-V; "linear", "over-
shoot", "exponential decay", "firut-order response"). Thus, a response charac-
teristic to be matched might be specified as a "second-order response that must
have a steep initial rise, but very little overshoot, and only slight fluctua-
tions thereafter".
The goal.-dirocted language CONNIVER [sussman and iaermott, 1972;
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McDermott and Sussman, 1972], a remodeling of PLANNER [Hewitt, 1969, 1972; Minsky
and Paper:, 1972; Winograd, 1971; Sussman, Winograd, and Charniak,1971], appears to
offer means for embodying intelligence r.1— i^d to interconvert the various ways of
specifying locations and to deduce relations among the .mathematical and physical.
concepts. Winston [1971; see also Minsky and Paperi, 19,72] describes a data
structure and program that can learn strucLurul descriptions of a type that may
bt adaptable to describing the properties of desired functions, generator outputs
that can be used to match the desired functions, and operating conditions that
must be provided to activato these generators. Winston's program describes an
example of a concept by a network. of nodes and relations, compares-this,
network with the notticork that describes an exnmple of or a near miss to the 	 c
`I
concept, and uses 'a description of the difference to revise tho original network
	 1
so that it is ccnsiste;rt with th,e new evidenrc, and to add i.nforalation about
what must or must not be present in any lnstanco of the concept.. Through a
sequence of examples and near misses, the dcocri.pti.on is successively rcvi.::ed
until it becomes an adequate characterization of the concept. In Wi.nston'c pro-
gram,'the difference between two descriptions is simply another object that
is descr•ibod by a network; hence the same program ciun perceive. analogicc.by
coaipari.ng -des cr'iptions pf two. cliffcrenees, as-in Lhe,above-mentioned procedure
for recognizing when a graph belongs to a family of graphs.
Even when computational means of curve fitting or parameter estima-
tion are used;to select low-level generators, rules of thumb based upon verbal
descriptions are needed to decide upon a strategy for employing the computations.
For example, Greene [in press:] cites a procedure in which the shape of a plane
curve is modified by subjecting the plane to a transformation that move four
arbitrary points to arbitrary positions. Once the four points have been chosen,
the trnnsforrnation is purely computational, but it is qualitative rules of thumb
that sleet the four, points strategically, so that the overall shape of the
curve will most closely approach some desired shape.
IL
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In process control, the engineer, like the executive level in this
papaw must apply simplq.rules for modifying,t;xi,sting lystemt until they behave
according to some.qualitative description. Engineering practice utilizes
qualitative generalizations about systems (e.g., "Two or more first-order lags
resemble a single first-order lag plus a dead tine"; "Period of oscillation is
about 4 times the dead.time ) independent•of the mode of interaction") to seiect
applicable temiqualitativerules of thumb ("If you desiro.good response to disc
turbancoo, set.iha proportional band to 5 times the proportional band that begins
to;,cycle,,and f inLvgr9l•control , .in rope ats/minuta to 3 times the reciprocal of the
above; if it is also important to have no , overrahooL upon startup, then change
these coefficionts to 3.and 2 11 ) [Tucker and Millis, 1962; Shinskey, 19671. Such
rules of thumb seem suitable for computer-directed synthesis and tuning of low-
level. rosponsos of hybrid microcircuits in the style discussed in this paper.
5. (Problems of Thir Style of Control
What problems are faced by a device that maximally exploits the style
summarized in this paper? what could wo (or the device itself) ask about such
a device that is relevant to the task it is performing and the style of perform=
ante? which cumbinations of data behave systematically? The discussion will be
very sketchy because of space limitations.
The heuristic principle of separation of responsibility for activatin;;
and tuning low-level function generators has the consequence that the executive
cannot specify a desired function more narrowly than to place it within some
family of functions {ft}, where t is some value of a tuning parameter *whose
existence is unknown to the executive. Such families are meaningful units of
information to be remembered by the executive, while individual functions are
not, since the executive can never be sure of obtaining the same member the next
Lime the generator is activated. What damage results from this ambiguity?
Since functions will be synthesized in overlapping pieces, any
function that matches a desired function throughout some automatically rccog-
	
I{
I	 nizable neighborhood of a given value of its argument (regardless of its value
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outside this neighborhood) can substitute for the desired function without any
necessity to inform the executive. hence, the meaningful elements of information
to remember will not be functions, but function elements, or Rorms, i.c.,
equivalence cl psses of functions, where two functions are equivalent if they
agree throughout a region of state space that can be recognized by low-level
detectors. In fact, it is often useful to think, not of a function, but of the
collection of its germs at all values of its argument. For example, a block in
the block diagram of a control system is typically a mapping from one function
space to another. If the.executive requires an output function f, it is unneces-
sary, in the present style of operation, for there to exist some input function g
that is convertible to f by the given block; it suffices for the "pieces" of
some realization of f by overlapping pieces to be obtainable by passing some
family of input "pieces" inrough the block. k germ is just the set. of all pieces
that are, in a given state, useful for the same purposes.of matching. Thus, .local
matching has introduced another type of.ambiguity into the executive's. memory.
'there is still more ambiguity in this matching; process, because a
non-matching function generator may still be used if some low-level operation
can compensate for the discrepancy without the need for executive intervention.
The executive need not distinguish among members of such.a set df interconvertible
functions, and such a set is a third type of meaningful unit, representing a
third form of ambiguity.
To notice a fourth type of ambiguity, consider the compensation for
the difference in behavior of two function generators during a transition from
one to the other (see the end of Section 1). The input to the :second generator
must be a specified function of the .input to the first, if the two generators are
to produce the same resul.t. 1
 This transition function may be regarded as a
"change-oi'-l.o:a-level-coordinates" function for the desired result. Suppose
microcircuit ,1 nencrates this function, while microcircuit A generates a function
IOther compensations leading to the same idea include changing the oper-
ating conditions (e.g., supply voltages) to suit the incoming generator, and than(•_
ing other devices to conform to the behavior of the incoming (venerator (e.g. stif-
fening the other leg when passing a load from one hand to the other).
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that is incorrect for this purpose. :Microcircuit S might nont6,'-^s[, substitute
for the correct microcircuit A, in case the responses of the two original func-
tion generators can be suitably retuned so that the difference between their
characteristics now rtquires the compensailon produced by D. (In the automobilu
ernmplu of Section 1 1 the linkage between the accelerator pedal and the carburetor
might be modified so that different pedal positions corresponded to the some
acceleration.) Since, in the maximal exploitation of this possibility, the
executive is unaware of such low-level tunings, two such interchangeable com-
pensators will seem equivalent: when one is needed, We other will do as well.
Equivalence classes of transition functions are thus a fourth type of meaningful
unit, and a fourth .form of ambiguity.
A.low-level generator, according to Section 1, is activated when an
automatic detector signals that the system state is one for which the use of
that generator is sppropriate when performing the current task, hither through
construction or learning, detectors must become linked to responses that have
Wan judged satisfactory at times that the detectors are active. In case the
set detected by a particular detector is contained within the regions of suita-
bility of more than one generator, the generator that is activated may appear
uncertain to the executive, and, in certain learning models, may be probabilistic.
If the choice of gonerators is (or seems) nondeterministic, then so will be
the choice of transition functions needed to make the responses of the generators
fit together. Here is yet anotbar source of ambiguity in the data within a
system that exploits the present style.
G. Introduction to Analysis of these ! problems. The lour-.level generators maybe
reprcoonted by mappAgs of various mathematical spaces. Examples are: the
cylindrical state space of a motor, the space of all m-dimensional linear control
systems having a particular k-dimensional controllable subspace, the space of
splines used to approximate some collection of functions, the space of all
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trajectories starting at the present state, Lhe space of all, germs of functions
generated by low-level microcircuits, the unk^own state space of the curr•entl.y
active low-level circuit. Path the system and the engineer need a uniform method
of working with these spaces that will continue to work, however complicated
these spaces moy become, and particularly, when their structure is not explicitly
known. This method HY not be derived from a general model or an abstract
study of these spaces, initially conceived without regard to the problems central
to this paper, becauae the problems that determine the types of applicable Who-
matics can be defined only in special types of situations, namely the common prac-
tical situations actually encountered by engineers and brains. Generality emerges
as a collection of ,general methods and types of organization that recur in these
special situations. This study shows how a specific type of mathematical formu-
lation expresses the basic problems of a thorough exploitation of these methods.
Here is the roughest sketch of ho:i uumbornome paragraphs about this operating
style t.ransforrn into natural and familiar mathematicak ideas that allow the C0.1-
tents of these paragraphs to be automatically embodied in the conclusions of
arguments without having to he kept in mind throughout the arguments.
For example, a generator of the function. f is thoromghly.automatic only if
for any potc:nti.al specification upon the o
exists rn autoc,.3ti.c• specification upon the
detectable set V), such that the resulting
f(V) C U). In this; case, given the output
activated cnly when the V-detector becomes
itput (it must lie in a set U), there
input (it lies in an automatically
output meets its specification (i.e.,
specification, the generator must be
active. If we define topologies  on
lA top l.ery on a set is one tray of spocifyin ,  the weakest, infor.-atfon
about nearness of points that alle ys ono to tall: about continuous functions that.
still retain a hubsLantial fraction of the useful properties of continuous real
valued functions of real nu.,abers, a topology is defined by spcci.fyin; a collec-
tion of subsets, called or_ cn ,etc, which, roughly spaaAnq, are such that each
of their points is co-pletcl.y surrounded by close !neighbors in the subset. The
function f, from X to Y is called continuous if f (open set in Y) is an o pen set
in X; or equivalently (as a conr:c:;uer. c­e of the properties required of open sets),
given U, conteininr- f(x) and open in Y, there exists V, containing x. and open in
%, such that f(V) C U. This generali es the C-8 definition from calculs.
L
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the input and output sets, in which the open sets arc the unions and intersec-
tiona of the autocratically detectable or producible subsets (hence recognizable
by rudimentary .logic), then these remarks on being thoroughly automatic (together
with fu rther remarks -,in the full exposition) are replaceable by the simple: con-
di.dont f is continuous. Thus, any conclusions that follow from customary ar-
;umcnts about continuous functions trill, without fprther. thought , apply specif-
ically to the function generators that are fully automatic, in the sense of the
discussion aoove. Similarly, a topology that is mathematically convenient for
the set of germs of functions has the.follpt;ing interprctt.bion: an open sot
represents the: aggregate of all the function generators that could be available
for locally piecing together a collection of (one or more) functions. Tiler to
each continuous!function on Y., there. corresponds a continuous choice of a germ
of a function for each point of P; and this carrcopondence is desirab'lo, accord-
ing to Notion 3.
Piecing fuact.i.ons together locally has long been common cnginecring
practice. Chun [1969] organized his textbook on nonlinear circuits about this
idea. Par example, ordinary pieccwise-linear analysis of a circuit approx0vtes
the circuit by a collection of local models that fit the behavior of the given
circuit in subdomai.ns that collectively cover the whole state space. The model
in effect at, any moment: is determined by the current state of the system, and we
switch to a new mouei whun the state crosses the boundary of one of the subdomains.
In customary circuit analysis and synthesis, the circuit is required to have a
unique response, so that the switching regions will not overlap, but will exactly
partition the state space. The presant studies, to the contrary, will typically
involve more general types of local realization of responses, in which irregu-
larly shaped switching regions will usually overlap (for reasons including those
stated in the footnote in Section l,) in some way that we (or the executive lcvels
of the system) do not even know. More than one local model will sometimes operatu
f
S
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simultaneously, and we shall not be sure just when. Therefore, some way must,
be found to blend the responses of these devise:; in the regions of overlap, so
that their total rcWnse in the dusired amount. This may be done by multiply-
in„ the local responses by wclohts that are functions of thn state, and that
add up to one everywhere. A mochanium for Ataini.ng such weights (known as a
arrtition pf unit.v in wat.hunaticn, a Wend!! function i.n computer graphi es, and
a crossover network in loudspeaker parla ycel consists in normalizing the numer-
ical outputs of the same detectors that signal appropriateness of the local.
models. ]
' Then, oblivious to the oth&r generators, each local function generator
produces the whole function, while its output is modulated by the blending func-
tion so that the required output results after all. This is an application of
the heuristic principle of independent acti.vatLng and tuning cited in Suction 2.
It serve., to dissociate the•
 problem of function gencrat Lori from the problem of
cooperation: each device o perates as if it were doing, the unolo job, chile the
blending functions have been obtained once and for all in advance. Perhaps ir-
cuitry for producing blending functions will be a standard part of future hybrid
systems that work in the style out.lincd in this survey.
Next, we consider loam-level, component's used to improve the behavior of
function generators (third equivalence of Section 5) or to generate transition
functions. In the former use, ther:, As a transformation-valued function on each
local domain; in the latter use, a transformation-valued function on each irt-er-
section of two local domains, and these functions have the property that, at any
point of an intersection of three domains, applying the transition function from
one domain to a second, followed by the transition function from the second to a
third, yields the same composite result as applying the transition function that
goes directly from the first to the third. 2 One might imagine the former use
This assumes that the detector output is positive in some region
contained in the domain of appropriateness, and zero outside this region.
0
`I am usually supposing that the transformations form a grou p ; this
is true, for- instance, of the transformation circuits prominent. in Chua [196)J.
.&p9
p
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to be simpler. to i,mp1L•menL Cur two reauons: (1) mower transformations may need
to be implLmunted, since tneru mny bo fewer sets than pairs of intersucti.ng seLs.
In parti.culrr, in the latter uPG1 during operation of a local device, it may be
necessary to rcop in readiness the transition Cunurator for every other local de-
vice to which the system might switch. '1
 ( ) The same detector that turns on a
local device also turns on the tronsfonnation, whereas a transition function
must be actLvaLcd by circuit;, that co..-nunicat.e with the detectors for a pair of
dcvi.cos. Since ordinary,
 ci.rculL don.ig.n .;iaker. use of transformations, .lut us re-
gard automatic transformation:; of the first kind as the base .Level of difficulty--
i.e., as but negligibly more difficult than tint is routinely done. Then equiva-
lent transition function: (in the sense of the Fourth equivalence of Section ;)
differ only r:c+li.r.ihly fr::m one anoth^r, in regard to implementation.
An Murestinc particular case of this equivalence may sometimes oc-
cur; It may happen that each of the local function generators for some task can
be modifi ud by a "negligible" transformation in such a way that no t r;urcOlon
functions are needed to match the generators to one another. P'or example, the
linkage between the accelerator pedal and the carburetor (in the discussion of
equivalent, transition functions in Suction $) might be modified, by the act of
shifting gears, so that to any given acceleration, there corresponds a single
pedal position, regardless of gear. Thus, the coordination between pedal posi-
tion and acceleration v;ould be a i;lobal function--i.e., a single function defined
for all velocities, rather than a family of locally defined functions, and a
robot driver would not have to think at all about the local domains. In a sense,
we gauge the difficulty of coordinations by noting the. extent to which they differ
non-nogligibly from those global coordinations, which require no transitional
adjustments at all. This illustrates the general discussion of "ballparks" in
Section 2.
F.p to keep it in a temporary pool of fast-access devices; or to
keep it powered, in case there are undesirable startup transients.
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Mo1 •r• formally, given io ,:al dommins U  whonc union is the state spaeo,
and on o:ch U  a function 1'
	 Liu n the LronLitinu functions arc the functions
1 .11	 f6ri -1' r!,c}:r ing U if1 U  int.o Mulf, thn "r-; ]', iLlo" ..ransforaati.onn are
1Lsolf, Luo 1'a01M cl trk"uil Lon fuuctiuns Ifjii. and
arc rq„ivnlorL if f..
	 ^ J'' ZJ I•	 •1 ,l i. 1	 undth^ ;,:eily f f. j^ ir, cnuivol^.nt tr tl f;labai
function i.l' 11	=. 
ti^'^i
-1 (hence, J fi is equivalent to the idtnt.iLy Lransition
function, which doer nothing at all), if we think or thu U 1
 as pages of an otInn,
and f,L no rr.] • Ong points. of Lira i,th Io—v to points of Lhu world, then the Lrnn-
ei.Li.on fur cLians are the chan ge-of-couriinnton functions beLwuen the local chart.:.,
and two Mast r• are cquivt,lunL if there ].s an "cast'" way of :inturconvurt.i., their
evor dinaLes.1
Thu ruLorubi.le r,;:o r yin in un, step more vomplicaled than t•.hn above:
the U 1
 exe local dulao- ns, as above (in the sp;cce of possible veloritic: ); !r truer•,
f	 hn;1'C.	 nut
	 ief <.ncdare	 InJ	 t l	 it.On	 1.	 ',a1.,	 bot	 oni fi S i:aCB of illfUr 87ati.O rl 	 (}BCir.i
posiLLnns) ansocir:tud w:th or cannitional upon ',.he	 pni.ntc in 11..	 Ti:i.s	 is	 o
typical	 ni.tuai.inn:
	 in any hic.rt.roNict.l
	 r:y:;t Much of theM, cuordi.nntiun of
in ormati.on in nrudic:;ud upt:n iul'or..:;ti.on
	 a1. Punthe • la ys of tilu
	 :;yetus,, en•
union the t•aik t.h:rt thu 070cm i n putTUMn6. Or nxs%plu, the courdinMon h;:•_
twecn a robot', desired ha:;d position and the si,•rnrrl. to the ;,rl1,0tors is art d -
Gated upon the polti.ti.on of Qa robot's trunk; for each possible trunk, position,
the coordination is differcnL, We Beek a way of viewing ail these: coordi.naticne;
at once., so as to profit from the systematic relations liniting theca (e.g., to
obtain a whole family of possible coordinaLions by Luning a mochanis:n for a
inr;ie one of Lhec,).
	 Morn: fundamenLa11,, , the v vy d,af .uiLiou of an ace] .;n can-
siuL, not only in conrdinnLinn of staLus that actually exist, but in a cohtruat
11,:11 c; aLiwmaLical Sells Mod in ME study are elemcnLo •,; ana w• 11known. The point lb to open up to cybcrnQt.iCL the power of :.liese I:,i:G}loCr, which
are uxpr•ensly dart ened for studying conrai.nation in hierarchical systpma.
2 A easily ntat.ablc mathcmaLical rrrr::p1C: to solve for n!"Lron ''.auy,
ffom Lou and of a rod Of a rrar'L1cular !on ,L L, hr. may (1) Ly cosid .aring LLe .
class of i:osrib?o probivms for atl ll.r ,• ho A, chow how to e.:L from the sc.iu,i..r,:1; Q to ti,ofor a nc'Snol'uLi.un	 LOri..:'
	 and	 ,u:.ir:;	 and the Lri.viol sulut:.:) solve 1'ur Liao per i.eular ^ y	 •
- r	 tun Jul1'ur ^ 
_ J.
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pattern of coordination of 33.1 the :;Latex that could ex.e;L in a family of puton-
tial c irCUrnat:anr:eS. For instance, Lo transfer an Object, from onu hand to another',
the, cuntrollor (or IIRrvPaa UysL^m) must be i/roi:8rcd to i;c%urid,e any of the roor—
diriaLionrs LhaL vaould be required for a f'ami.l,y of possible trans}fur locations,
pr,sLuros, wolght,, of the object., and methods of low—level realization. By
vicwir;; all those courdir:acions at once, we hope Lo lutn'n roquirornunl,s on the
ortcanl.:a:tiori and dnt,a s ,ru,LureL, o!' , :;torso that can perform pwq,o;;uful. acLaora.
In addition, we hope to retain the elementary formalism of the preceding para-
graph unchanged in this more complicated situation.
hernli.aation 01' t.hr..;c hair::, trir,u: wit;h'.many oLl;er bat,ic idu;;s of
hiurarchical control., cnn all no pack<..d i.nv;. Sbly into Lhc formalism, so Lhal,
th .>y
 do not. h .ve
 to be cost 1raral l.y jur;rl.ed in td:c.• mind, by adopting a purely
formal deuce •
 to rcpr;:runt the I'aet th, t cosec information is rcf;orrird as givon,
and other information an condiLi.enal n..,;on ll ; (;Sven information. LoL 14 denoLc
the a}:acc o: 'I 'll posuible valn,os of ,,omc ,.Sven dat.un, point b@D reproscntini; a
typical. value; and, conditional upon each such b, let Lhez% be a c;cL I', b
 of
acsoci.atr:rl dst.a. 1;vr„plcn of such b tmd nz.,ociated c: b aru: b is a possible
trunk position, and X the set of am trajectories resulting from all possible
signals to the arm motors when the ,
 trunk is in position b; b is an automobile
velocity; and Lb all, possible accelerator pedal positions, given velocity b;
b a desired final. state of a control system, and E  all control functions that
will Fuido the system from its present state to b; b is a possible state of a
control system, and 
"b CO.]. pairs of the form (trnjocCo.y starting at b, st.ato of
sarno subsystem at s given t me 7' along that.trAjectory); b is the state of the
s16wly chanidiag outermost loop of a nultilcoo control system, and h b all possible
states of a rapidly changing innor loop, given b; b is an activating input and
Lb all possible fine tunings (Section 2); or b is a dynamical system: and L b all
(stable, controllable, eLe.) higher-dimensional systems that contain b as a
subsyr,t: a.
^I
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Now conni.der the following purcl.,y formal way of say1m , that 1;b is
ar,oci.atud with !,. l,uL X'be the union of all the li lt for :Lila h (or, if the, tib
have points in ceurman, Lho union of no:lovorinpping copics of the ia b ), and let. p
be the, function from r5 to U that maps anything in Lb Lo b. Thon, instead of uay-
ing "Given b, loot: at h.h'y one call 	 "Given b, look tit p 1 (L)°, obviously,
this restatu:rent adds no n::w ph ysical content to the: pr(:cedin,,.; paragraph. !s, 13,
and the mappin;c p:1;->3 ;amply provi.rie a convcniunt fer:moL .Car dnocribinp lnt'or-
1
	
	 mational sLrucLures ill 	 kinds of syotens Lreatcd in Lhis study. Call 11 the
La^,e spac e, :; Lhc tona l c:r;acc, p the• j rG; action, and p -1 (b), i.e., hb :thu f1her
over I,, Ccl.l t};c. uLc.l<: rans!uli.ation a Wind:le ol• A t • ibe;' For ce.	 'hems Lcrms
..:Orr to the triplu (L,p,:3), tc4eth r wit.1i r: parLi.c•,l.ZX 	 n1' :n::pl..inp, olio trik,l.e
i.nt.n :rlotucr l au.1 viewed with rt;,rard Lo particular prehlor.:o thcit are cr, t •aoll in
f modern coati:^mat.ics j_;;tu:nrod, 1951; Vu, 1959; Ilu:;anul.lLr, 1^G5.J.
A vii Luc of LhIs for•,aat .is that :.ary lun;;Lhy qual.it;",nave r;cneraliraLie,:.
of practleal an" .acts of the pru:,cnt operat ior, style are exprussi.b,cl a,
r:aLural, rand familiar propertic:; of the :::tipping p, i cor exu"ip.ie, c:any acts of
coordination :era desCIII)C l by first choesinr nn alumunt of th; given infor:r.otion,
and t!icn noting Ln^. coordi.n:,LLan Lctwcr •n two :ivtP or data	 upon the'
give:, elemcllt. Wo sae: an instance of this above: for each pos; i.ble trunk posi--
tion b, there is a function f from the set fib of bdnd positions (Liven bl..tb'the
set L• l, of motor signals (given b). Thus, we are given two bundles over the same
base space, and a mapping f bctwuen the total spaces 1 and L', which maps the
I
of r1 over b into tL(, fLb,er o" L' over the saa:c b. Another way of puLt:i.rr
ie,':o say that f cc%m,tes with the projections: p'f - p. This simple staLL-
it
mint about bundles has captured all 	 is _, a about conditional information.
1 Various vorsi.ons (e.g., o-called fP -.r Inind!cs )- have Aadditior;sl `^
6t., -nCt tIl -0:	 e. fr., the fibtl• .^,	 1 1ODIC 'AV	 ria7.t, v- ::r?' veet(ir • Ppacc ,., or are
rut,-t.:a to onu mother in pari.i:c.:!:u • :r.'.1,s do•ainatc: l..r; • e portion; of
aurrcnL :nathemai.ics. The- most celcbrnt.ed fiber bundle is thu tan;(:nt, buraii: of
a r.,2r.ifold, in :•:hie-h b Lo a point. in Ltn ::!auifuld and L. all tanl-cajL vccL( vs tit
this", rciut; in allAher famous fib--r bundle, b is a k-,:i: r.;.i;n:,1. :,;,!:.pare of :;n
n-di.::;un ion rl 7aeter space, and 7t all m,-di.:c^ra-iunal sub.;Paces that, cc.ni.rr -i b.
I More rcrerally, Lhc +riven inforr-ation may be mapped too, cn by a
fu=t' nl F, such LhaL h  i; mapp.:d into r1F(b1; than p`f --P;). it.;;., irl Lc:e
tau,,:.cL bundle, take F' to be a mappLn; of • Ghe manifold and f the Jacuii',n of r,
f naps vuctors at b to vccLurs at 1(b).
- 	-	 - - -	 - - -- - --- -..^ _.^...	 - —	 m5m LrtahRAA7Earcr^  -	 -	 -	
_ -
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This definition of bundle mappi.nn allows us to retain the equivalences
of Section 5 and the above discussion of tranviti.on function,, which now apply
to A mapping of P -1 (q)--i.o., the union of the fibers ovor 11  --for each Ui,
rather than Lo a mapping of each U  itself.
Next, we require the turrinj; Lrensfornations to be physically given
along with the information in the bundl q ; i.o., we are not allowed all the trans-
for,maLions that might abstractly u3taolinh the third and fourth equivalences of
Section 5, but we are conatrainad to work with a parLi•cul•ar set of transformation
generators that haplcn to be readily available at the moment. As we develop
theso raw r,;tl.eri.+rls, Lhc heurinLic principles of Suction 2 will enter the formal-
ism. Mai, we no longer look al, all local mnppin,^n, but only thoat, "atl.ane: "
in which Lhc wapp:iiu> di.ffor by aWlzble tiTna.t.l.on f,n,cLionu. Next, we ask
hot: t:how. tr •ansforn%tics interact WIG moopinq, of the main variable ,.;. SpoeLf-
ioally, if Y. iu majgwd to f(x) and T is a transform sLion, t j OL ur'ough which
WnufairMan uhnuld f(Tx) be related Lo fQ)7 The heuri Lti.c principle of in-
dependent, activaLin;g and tuning requires that this transformat.iun be a fururtlorl
of 'f alone, rather than of T and x. Starling assumptions that the transforma-
tions form a group and that t.ha m%p pi.rgu are one-to-one (or are made so Lhrourh
suitable labeling) than imply that this, function is a group isomorphism. Thus,
seeming truiars about operating style have given rise to the precise mathematical
formaliumf in which we redefine bundle mappings for bundles with transformations,l
So far, the local moppinfs have been defined on a fixed family of
local doMI05 UV Still more ccnplexity is attained it we no longer specify
t' ^e domains in advance, but allow all ways Df covering the base space by local
dornHS, so thK piece;, of all possib" .rites arP r,, a; Od. Once more, the same
statements hold true: in this still more fluid situation; only noes, they hold
true of jar.::, of uanpings, rather than mappings.
1 .it causes no trouble to allow even the further co7!pli.cntion teat 1if-
fcrent tr• a!4::for.mations work on each filter, vo there is a bundle of transformtations to
'Phis fonirili..;rn cij;ht he used in two ways
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One way would utilize the
full power of the mat.hocilt:ico in si-tuati.ons Acre the configuration spare„ arc
known wKWmaticni objects. For instance, one mighL study a bundle ill which a
po.ir:. b in the base space represents a k-d:ilnn)Si.enal Mll,rollablc (or stable, etc.)
'_incur control system of the. fella % _ 117 + Rl (where x and u are vectors,	 an•i A
and is arc eatriren), and Lhe fiber ),,' 0
 ruprascnLo all larpor rl-dinionsicnal control-
lablu ((,to.) s,'sL%xs hrtvint; b us a rmbsystem. Given ::orne h and some e(
. Fb con-
taining b as a nabsyatcm, Lhun on= QQL ask: if b varLus continuously (as in
parameter adaptation), can o l.ikowiec be varied continuously through the spare of
controllable (LLo,) c;ysLums, so that, at any : ono, the snail r system is a
sub •yoWn of Lha lar•gar•:
In a anvond llual • ':, the formo3.lnn w6uld :erP_, prWarily, a, ii Il 'itfi/riL
r	 ::cl,cwr' to tA •,;21ii'lR Lhio:!! Ly),icnlly fluid situnt.lonE, wnerc aL_:IA nothliq is known
atohi, the confipurr: tL:r epnc • :c, ael any mapiur•
 can ba sui!AltuLcd for L:r,y oLhn:•
in WV Li Lh" UgWVali.r'.CL MNLvn of Section ter.
	 !	 n•.i ere, ,! w l:er u:.c of he umthe-
muRcs :i.:: all that in left to any shout the
`+,,'^tun the t i^ r, 
LS_x` r 1 , p n, ,t r.	 ii•! :'t .lu Of *
	 • I C t_r,.—..__—... ..L.___ -_' _-- °-	 -^'? - fir . ^ nr: :`•: 	 :;cr.s out to L'i p<I i;niforn:
mclhod: that 11131 co an to ;r„:;:, hullevcr ce.-,; . licaLl.d t.i:a cunfi_,.;u•,•,t.irm spaces
MY hecoma. This is exactly wh;t has beer, accorpli.sl,cd by' the 1' ,
 mali:ua above:
we have just seen a xay of handling growing c0xplexity, in which the rules have
not grown correspondingly complex, but have remained unchanged, applying now to
progressively richer data structures. One hopes to derive qualitative conclusions
about what is poc,ible, from qualitative prcmt:os (such as our Nuristie prin-
ciples), and to or•l;anize the: program *
 and memories of our control systcns so as
to rccli.zo those possibilities.
Here are two exa:nples of ,chat tills :r.c:ans, first, recall (last para-
graph of Section 5) the ambiguity that can result rrhpn the region to which a do..
teeter rusponds is contained within the domains of suitability of more than one
generator. fn this case, the required transition functions may be 1`10A ;,c.rmMULi
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Ilo'never, an ln;mud;ai.c property of the Structure introduced lure is thaL to con-
vcA any of the transition fu;:L;.ons that Kyht be needed to any other, requires
no :,;ore than a "ner'lLltihlu" tran::forn;otion sr,L;
	 ; all of them turn out to be
equivalent, in the bunse of the fourth equivalence of ::action 5. Thus, although
the transition functions themselves may be nnndetcrminir,tic, those equivalence
clasr'cs of transition functions. are dot.erAnistic, perhaps it S good that only
the cqu,lval4r„u classes are rca.em!:orod by tire extcativa in the fullc:cL exploita-
tion of the presonL style! It is noLown0by that, once the claw of ovailublu
trnnsr,;rr;ations is Laken into account, it is silly the rustr'l.cJr;a of cur formalir
to an inLennediatu Level of gonorality, to conform to cur hourioti.cs, that ma,as
all. the infore•ation wKwOuro:. mosh Logethor to prod.rae this favorabl e, rceult.
.lecoud, rocall the problem(:;ceLi.nnz 1, 5, G) Of seLting up 1•rarmiLLon
funcLUn (renno Lars wh+'n e!riri.S1 from LAIN to Evr"ri.t I 4r In nr: ` II Le:;el;LlcC , ill
prcp:unLQn far a turn, horn conr:idwrud only ns a I Mur::vj"v r , !:rt• suntaLivu for
the p'n:eral probium of rwi.t.eh .;.ru, lo.;...!cvel funcLi.un r nrrr.;,ors. Suppuru that,
time or effort i:; r::clu;r •c,d to re rt.ivaLo n Lr•ai iLion funeLion rener'aLor kg,,
to wait for it to rbabUie:o, or to brine, it Pau the fn:L pool). Shy r+•:-iL until
the wo=1 cf saUchirr to Login chn Daily a tr •a:n3iti,,n fant;:,iou	 as a
function of velocity  (in general, as a function of a point b in the base space
of a bundle)? Just after reaching cruising gear, luny; before the roved to shift
down to second gear, the driver holds the accelerator pedal aL a fixed angle x
until a steady cruising velocity is reached, at w•hian velocity shifting will
eventually twee place. Why not snLiMpaLe the need for a transition function by
predicting h as a function of r„ •say b s f(x), and c.eLting up the tran.-A.Lion
function appropriate to f(r:) as soon as the pedal is first dupressud to angle Z?
This would make the transition function depend upon r, instead of b. tlnforLunAo-
ly, this prediction is likely to be wrong. According to the huurisLic principle
Ascanin; a r.iraplu model of the automobile, not worth discossing,
since the exanple iz only mokyhorical.
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of independent, activating; and tuning; (Section 2), Lho executive is unaware. of any
tuning;	 L, which makes the Lruo pvcdictlon function an unitnown member
of a family Ft (x), rno of whuac mc!aburs ir• the particular Lran!,iLion function
C(x) oxp rtcd t;v Lir: executive (perhaps L^cnttse o: ')nnL axl)cricnce ). AdtiLti.ona.l
sourcen of the unrt.coyn}.zed v,n •iablu t are rcaporlic variaLiona doe to parameter
ch!iur:e:: an:t Lnvit •nr.'.ont.al conditiurn. Por any of thcne rcttecnn, the chosen
Lrtunsil.ic,n f1.n Licrt teiJl fit th:: wrun 1.y t.:},Lrt(;-d l(x), inetcad of l3ttir>, thr.
correct, !Vx) for 1.1 • u marreut,	 v!i1tic of t. How bad iu this. crror't
A bank prupo:;ttion, thu hcrroLopy mapping, theorem, holds for a wick
cl,•,:: of !:..:1--,, 11 ' r•JUntnr tl:c' f}! r t •:;rto , whic:h arr• bandlc, that h„ve total
c:') r.c. c con ga irr'L, 1, aru rv!,N i.d t;1r.L•.)1'.,q ai,d cnrr.: jv-nd to coor-
dS.t:aLr:, in U.r ha::	 space (:r,rh	 L}.o vr,v;}t;; "r.11
	 !n o,;r it 4,k-obi:e •,eLt•.;ho,';,
klu iU O'. 1. t	 !l.. tC.,	 (:..' t 1 . ..	 th	 (,.: ( • .'t 1 ar. l::!i i)7 :Il ' I f I r• '. fIL t!, I!re1 ri g '!'	 : VCC
t,,V tr' ,.. L!or, f..,C' • Il U'. .	 1y	 L,:'	 Lu a 1:I cit., I,	 tr'a'	 0.1 ui.: : ,	 'i ii L:t }'rC,}:G"1 :.}•..,.
m%y he	 it, taig;l,L t.::( t iv Lo n;:r'	 Al-
L hot t_ }t	 t :'d}. C: LU 	t  .br:ti OL i'Onc L4 on Vr i. l} Jf • L:: r.t:. ly Lit 171'Olt[*, V kill .tit' Lr
t:h.: see0 (1'n:: •th t	 tr,:ivnlrt:a,: : i:,r;; is 	 '.}:_ ri t HL, or:u.	 H!:ncr, t,L(. r;,e,•y.1.
L;"I1 1	 i•':p:,.," i1/ "n _	 .i, • ; 1'..	 f'.t.:r.:......	 LI)rd. ri:. It -'t.. t' • .i!li.rc	 Lau...l;.}.V-I r.,:-
ti.cu.	 Gncc r1t .: i.n1 14C bib..	 LIIJ 1,!,.: • i)'!nf t'H;,r.. List r of irr l ' C, 1'L'.1 t,	 L Cr it.:, thill,
havr. bc,:n d.;;—iv—Li fran oxarpicr, of an opor •atiny style, rathur than fro;r, btrt.cturc
at rtnothur llvcl of org;anizatior. (o.f:., assoclaLLon sLrcnt;Lhs), or from thcury
(c.f;., auto.iaLun thcor;v) conceived without rej , ard to our spacial probbc,mu.
The b y :r:iliC.r.ht C]:..:nt OV th C C, C:Iaci::..1 1 ,A I t; riot 1t11:'ihcr 9ry I:r,ve
the: hyl:oLhcsL.L to pl •ovc this t10;orvia in general. TIA: srcros irroicvant, 'rr the
folloainr, roa,anst l''ir::L, Lis St:ril': of oar r:xro;;p].cn, tho c onulusion is tr•ivialy
true, 1:ithou4 th•: teed i'm • 3ny tnee; •01. Second, vvvrl the truth of the titr:oresi
i:idoun riot. t;uaran!.eu that a given phynical r.y:•tc:^, in a particular instance,i•`:accccd
in findim,, the trnnsformaLionn rnud¢d fur Lhc "juivaluncc, if the;, h:.ppun to bu
claboraLc mnipr,sitLorls of avaLlablc W an::fu::.,aL}.ons. ir.ird, lack of n proof that,
holds in all cases does not kocp the result from occurring in any number of
useful instnnecs. It is, therefore, morn significant to regard the construe-
ti.ons used in various, proofo primarily as hCUriAK pr•ocndures for socking
ad;juUmcnts and equivaluacs.
Section 5 raised the prohicm that the executive level will not know
which loo e1.or.cntt: are in opurraion, but only ccr•tn.in broad equivalence
Classes. hOwCVer, the proi,usi.ti.cns above may be interpreter. to chow that, al-
though these ambiguities inevitably .load to orronoons signalsy these signnla will
never have been moved outsi.do their correct ball parks, or equivalence classes.
Hence, them equivalence classes arc the only }mown syste!naticully behaving units
of infonvation 14 sit,uotions in which the individual. Mounts themsel.vus will be-
hove ill haphazard fashion, and thus, will not bn worth knowi.n„ anyway, 'I Our syn-
tcmn should work If l.anulr for t.hcrr, cqui.valenne classes aru what in listed in the
iio t he a':;bi; n: Lv, Vhlch src!ned to be th;: probl e:n, is roall.y the solution!
lAncQ, in 1.ai:3 reC6n ri., roru tjucfiil "L ive ':':y of til o ir r^( the fuaLhu%:.ti:'a,
piovinq LUo:4ws j  Iwo •, ltywrLcud Lhc,n nppl inr useful. conUruct.i.unn, the next
Lr.ex rs tc, von y tr.; t. nAr of coor,l no.,i , cn trt,L r-xp j t, t thy prcc,cnt OIWWLiC;;
rL f: WW . On l y en'..... to L. nL w" w" vYj Lr! 1.:' a; i of ,bra= Lh'..'r pec, Tan!
and wLnorjun UUOUL the equivnIance clAnsea and acns LracLions givun by the hbovo
formalism. In rou; &A torso, we ahali try to rvgulata there models, not by
solving equaLi(= , but by coordinating crude reflexes and rules of thumb with
file a6pntmont,s, as Wn one deco somothAq "by feel," such an Lossin; a
piece• of paj;r into ti.c L •ibtiiha;. 0 zero%s the roe-. 'Ins rulon of thumb will
rrnuiru the mar'ni.n': i.ntolliPOWL dincribcu in ructions 3 and 4! and the hrtce
of using the :roller mode of making adju:. anLL by foul, r q thcr than ti.roupt
Lquationa, is that the data and commands within thn systt
	 rust. ussu c more
CU' PAX fo= (involving the nauivaience c3assob and bluldl.a LLrueturCL) than
others AM Con;idored.
l i.ny more Lh,'n one: ; cneral.ly wishes,while running a tins--Olarcd COM-
puLor pro,rnn, to know LIO ab nel.Ut" location of data in Lhu memory.
Pq
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